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JUDGES & COURTS

TRUMP’S TAKEOVER OF THE COURTS: WHAT’S AT STAKE FOR
GENDER JUSTICE
In the last two and half years, President Trump and the Republican-controlled Senate have systematically stacked the
federal courts with judges who are hostile to reproductive rights, LGBTQ rights, and other civil rights, eﬀectively remaking
the judiciary to support their discriminatory agenda. In just 32 months, the Senate has confirmed over 150 federal district
and appellate judges.1 As of October 2019, President Trump has gotten 43 circuit court nominees confirmed, which is the
fastest pace for confirming circuit level judges of the last six presidents.2 While the Trump Administration and its allies launch
unprecedented attacks on the rights of women and others who face discrimination, Trump is also nominating extreme judges
with records hostile to these very rights. Trump’s redrawing of the court system—from the district court level all the way to the
Supreme Court—will shape the fight for gender justice for decades to come.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES IN SCHOOLS

WORKPLACE PROTECTIONS

Every student deserves equal opportunities to succeed in
schools, and every student has the right to be free from
discrimination, harassment, and violence in school. As
the Trump Administration and its allies undermine Title IX
of the Education Amendments of 1972 and are other key
protections, students who face discrimination will turn to
the courts for protection.

Every worker deserves a workplace free from
discrimination, including harassment and pay
discrimination. Federal laws, including Title VII of the
Civil Rights Act, protect against sex discrimination in
the workplace, including the right to be free from sexual
harassment and the right to receive equal pay for equal
work. As the Trump Administration and its allies continue

Here are some cases affecting students’ civil rights that
Trump’s remade judiciary will decide:

to attack anti-discrimination protections, workers who face
discrimination will turn to the courts for protection.

• Whether Title IX protects LGBTQ students against
discrimination.3

Here are some of the workplace issues that courts,
including the Supreme Court, will soon decide:

• When, under Title IX, schools are liable for failing to address
sexual misconduct by students or employees.4

• Whether existing Title VII protections against sex-based
discrimination include LGBTQ individuals.7

• Whether the Trump Administration can roll back Title IX
protections for survivors of sexual assault and other forms
of sexual harassment by discouraging reporting, shielding
schools from accountability, and favoring harassers over
survivors.5

• Whether employers can use prior salary to set pay and
justify paying a man more than a woman for the same
job.8

• Whether institutions of higher education can continue to
pursue racial diversity and the educational benefits of such
diversity through their admissions policies.6

• When employers can force workers experiencing
discrimination or sexual harassment into arbitration,
rather than allowing them to seeking justice through the
courts.9

ACCESS TO HEALTH CARE, INCLUDING
ABORTION
All people deserve access to health care, including
abortion. Laws and programs like Medicaid, the Title X
family planning program, and the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) have helped increase women’s access to health
care. And yet, health care is under attack, from the Trump
Administration proposing regulations that would gut
these federal laws to anti-abortion legislators passing
unconstitutional abortion bans and restrictions. In the face
of these attempts, those who need reproductive health
care or access to affordable, comprehensive, high-quality
health care will turn to the courts for justice.
Here are some health care issues in the pipeline, including
several that have been appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court:10

INCOME SECURITY AND ECONOMIC JUSTICE
All people deserve to be financially secure. Unfortunately,
a gaping gender wage gap, disproportionate responsibility
for unpaid caregiving, discrimination, and other factors
mean that women, and in particular women of color
and women-headed households, are disproportionately
impacted by poverty. When faced with such economic
hardship, federal income security programs such as
Medicaid, nutrition assistance, and affordable housing help
women and families meet their basic needs. Unfortunately,
the Trump Administration has unilaterally been issuing
draconian and illegal rules to limit access to those
programs – or punish those who seek the supports that are
available to them. Those who are being harmed by these
punitive changes will look to the courts to block these
rules.

• Whether the ACA – which expanded health coverage
to millions of women and families – will be declared
unconstitutional.11

Here are some issues affecting low-income people that
Trump’s Judges could consider:

• Whether the ACA’s existing non-discrimination protection
will be rolled back, allowing discrimination in health
care against transgender individuals and those seeking
reproductive health care.12

• Whether the Trump Administration can redefine
longstanding standards under our immigration laws
to force families to decide between accepting federal
health coverage, or food or housing assistance or being
separated from their families.18

• Whether the Trump Administration can allow health care
professionals – including a hospital’s board of directors or
receptionists – to deny patients critical care.13
• Whether the Trump Administration can allow virtually
any employer or university to deny insurance coverage
of birth control to employees and students based on
religious or moral beliefs.14
• Whether the Trump Administration can gag providers
in the Title X family planning program, preventing them
from providing critical information regarding a patient’s
health.15

• Whether the Trump Administration can override existing
fair housing protections and make it harder to prove
discrimination.19
• Whether the Trump Administration can radically
restructure the Medicaid program and cause thousands
to lose coverage and impair individuals’ health and ability
to work.20

• Whether the Trump Administration can exclude health
care providers from key federal programs if they also
provide abortion.16
• Whether anti-abortion state legislators will be successful
in enacting unconstitutional abortion restrictions and
outright bans on abortion.17

CONCLUSION
Since January 2017, the Trump Administration and its allies have waged a systematic attack on gender justice, including
attacking our access to health care, protections from sexual harassment, equal opportunity in the workplace and
schools, and economic security for all. With newly-confirmed extremist Trump judges currently on the bench, the Trump
Administration’s discriminatory agenda may cause long-lasting damage to our most fundamental rights and freedoms.
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